Abstract. The cost, in terms of adders/subtractors, of multiplication by n-bit integers when shifts are free is shown to be of the order of n=(log n) for any < 1.
The method.
Let the required multiplier be M. We are interested in A(M), the least number of adders in a circuit for multiplication by M. We consider arithmetic shifts as being e ected by the connections between the adders and hence cost-free. We shall also consider the case when subtractors are allowed as well as adders.
Let M be represented as an n-digit some in some binary representation R = R(M). If we use conventional base two (restricting ourselves to adders) then each digit R i 2 f0; 1g; if we use signed base two (allowing subtractors as well) then each R i 2 f0; 1g. We specify the positions of the digits in R by letting the units (right-most) digit be in position 0, and the leading (left-most) in position n?1. Let w denote the weight of the representation, that is, the number of non-zero digits: so a conventional shift-and-add multiplier circuit would require w ? 1 adders.
We consider the possible patterns of length l( ) digits and xed weight k 2, with the initial and nal digits of non-zero. We assume that we are free to x the parameter k. Group R into patterns of weight k starting from the right, say, with s non-zero high-order digits not forming part of any pattern, in positions x 1 ; : : : ; x s : clearly 0 s < k. Suppose that the pattern occurs b = b( ) times in R, with nal digits of the various occurrences of in R being at positions i 1 ( ); : : : ; i b ( ). We have w = s + X kb( );
where the sum runs over all the patterns that occur in R. We let P denote the number of distinct patterns appearing in R, so that P = X 1.
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Each distinct pattern corresponds to multiplication by some number p = p( ) and can be achieved in at most k ? 1 additions. The b occurrences of correspond to shifts by i 1 ; : : : ; i b , and we have
where the non-zero high-order digits R xh not forming part of any pattern are combined using a naive shift-and-add. Such circuits can be regarded as extensions of the \subexpression elimination" methods of Hartley 3] and Potkonjak, Srivasta and Chandrakasan 4].
We can combine the occurrences of each pattern using b( ) ? 1 adders, so the contribution to the total cost from the digits appearing in all occurrences of is The estimation.
Put k = (log n) where < 1. We shall show that multiplication by M can always be achieved using less than 9n=2k adders when n is su ciently large.
If the weight w < n=k then a naive shift-and-add circuit will achieve multiplication by M using w ? 1 < n=k adders. So we assume that w n=k from now on. We may assume that k 2 < n=k w, since (logn) 3 < n for n su ciently large. The number of possible patterns of weight k and length l is at most 2 k l k : there are possibly k choices of sign (if we are using signed-digit representation) and for each of the k non-zero digits at most l positions within the pattern where it can occur. This is a considerable over-estimate: the term 2 k may be deleted if using conventional (unsigned) binary represention, and the term l k could be replaced by the binomial coe cient l ? 2 k ? 2 : but these changes would a ect only the constant, rather than the order, in the nal result. So there are at most Y = 2 k X k+1 patterns of length l X for any given X.
Fix X by the condition log(2X) = log n ? 2 logk k + 1 : this is equivalent to specifying that 2kY = k(2X) k+1 = n k . We have log(2Y ) = log n ? 2 log k so log(4XY ) = (logn ? 2 logk) 1 + 1 k + 1 :
Hence (k + 1)(log(4XY ) ? log n) = log n ? 2(k + 2) logk and so 4XY > n when log n > 2(k + 2) logk. But for all su ciently large values of n we have (logn) 1? > 4 log logn and so logn > 4k log k > 2(k + 2) log k. We claim that P < 5Y . If not, then the number of distinct patterns of length greater than X is at least P ? Y 4Y , and so these patterns require at least 4Y X digits in R. But we have just seen that 4Y X > n for all su ciently large values of n.
We deduce that the cost A(M) of multiplying by any n-bit integer M is at most C = 2n k + kP < 2n k + 5kY = 9 2 n k ; for su ciently large n.
We nally observe that if shifts are not regarded as cost-free, but the cost of a shift is independent of the number of places shifted, then we obtain the same order of magnitude for the cost of a circuit, since the number of shifts is bounded by twice the numbers of adders. Han, Gollmann and Mitchell 5] have recently used a representation similar to ours for e cient algorithms for modular multiplication.
